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Vastly Different Scales of Time & Space

Cosmic time scales - 109 - 1010  BP

Geologic time scales - present - 109 BP

As with “cosmic” time scales and events, so too, we must 
consider “geological time” scales and events in developing an 
effective environmental ethic.
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What are “geological events?”

Stuff happens

Volcanoes happen…

Volcanoes often 
happen near 
inhabited areas, but 
have wide-spread 
and sometimes 
global impacts. * 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/sci/tech/newsid_697000/697264.stm
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http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/sci/tech/628515.stm
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Distant and InvisibleVolcanoes...
Tsumanis - giant 
waves or “walls of 
water” -- can be 
triggered by 
submarine 
volcanoes or earth 
slides provoked by 
volcanoes.

Some of these have 
received recent 
publicity. * 
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http://news.bbc.co.uk/olmedia/1510000/video/_1513342_tsunami18_nisbet_vi.ram
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http://news.bbc.co.uk/olmedia/1510000/audio/_1513342_tsunami06_day.ram
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Vastly Different Scales of Time & Space

Cosmic time scales - 109 - 1010  BP

Geologic time scales - present - 109 BP

Bioevolutionary time scales - present - 109 BP

Hominid time scales - present - 106 BP

Cultural-Evolutionary time scales - 105

Civilization time scales - 104

Historical time scales - 10 - 103
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With all the shocks 
the earth system has 
experienced, what 
could a title like 
“Planetary 
Overload” possibly 
mean?  Is the planet 
overloaded?  In 
what sense?
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We live in an open 
energy, closed 
material system, 
governed by the 
second law of 
thermodynamics.

What is our species 
role in this system?
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Throughput Energy Flow Can Be Measured
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Water Circulation Can be Measured
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Carbon Circulation (and flow of other 
elements) Can Be Measured as well…

“stocks” and “flows”



It is now apparent that in 
the past, large scale and 
devastating 
“discontinuities” have 
occurred in Earth’s 
history.  

Many have been 
associated with celestial 
events -- meteors, sun 
changes, etc. 

But what about 
“endogenous” causes?
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on Earth for far longer than humans 
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Life has been a “geological force” 
on Earth for far longer than humans 
have been part of the biosphere -- the 
full “committee of life forms.” 

We live in a highly improbable 
atmosphere made possible by 
everything from “farting ants” to 
anaerobic bacteria alive for eons 
before we emerged as a species

In one respect, however, things 
are different now that humans have 
expanded to such massive numbers.
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Human population growth is apparent.
Broad range of alternatives in the future.  Hard to predict.
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Sometimes Humans behave as a “Geological Force”

It is reasonable to talk about not just 
life, but human life as a geological force.  

Certainly the impact of humans is 
visible from space…. 

And even when our behavior generates 
emissions that are “invisible” (CO2) 
these emissions may yet change Earth’s 
delicate balances required for life as we 
know it. 

http://www.eumetsat.de/en/area5/special/fires_07041991.html
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Environmental Ethics = our last, best chance of survival...

We are still assessing the 
ecological impact of the Viet 
Nam war and the war in 
Kuwait a decade ago, and 
the news is not encouraging.

The question is: Can we 
survive our own skills of 
killing and destroying the 
life support systems we need 
to survive?

Answer: No, not without a 
new environmental ethic.



What does the methane release in Siberian 
lakes indicate?

http://ecojustice.net/2006-ENVRE120/Video/20060912-BBC-Methane-Index.htm


What does the reactivation of bacteria frozen 
32,000 years ago in Alaska indicate?

http://ecojustice.net/2006-ENVRE120/Audio/20050224-OnPoint-Alaskan-Microbes-Index.htm


Thinking about Environmental Ethics: 
A Perspective from a Scientist

Understanding the 
basic concepts of 
ecology and given our 
ecological “role” in 
this complex 
bio-geo-chemical 
system we have come 
to inhabit, how does 
this man think the 
human community 
should be behaving?

James Hansen, NASA Scientist
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